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□ Necessity and purpose of research
Along with the fourth industrial revolution studies on establishing strategies
for nurturing future competent person with creativity have been conducted.
Under this circumstance not only such changes as future curriculum and learning
activities in terms of software but also revolutionary change of facilities in
terms of hardware have been constantly required. Especially notable is the
fact that the undifferentiated traditional facility condition should respond to
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students-centered future educational environment rather than reducing financial
investment corresponding to decreasing in student numbers. The reconstruction
of educational facilities means fundamental changes of school facilities which
can improve learning outcome qualitatively. It is done under such necessities
of school reconstruction as changes of curriculum, enhancement of teaching
and learning method and changes of administrative system. Thus, it is different
from existing projects of improving educational environment for example
painting and replacing windows which correspond to repairing outworn facilities
and they are not directly related with educational activities. Since in reconstruction
of educational facilities the meaning of worn out degree emphasizes on
supporting of educational activities than physical side of facilities and there
are possibilities to improve facilities according to change of educational polices
even if the facility does not reach physically worn out degree, it is quite different
from existing projects of improving educational environment.
Thus, when municipal ministry of education conducts a pilot project for
creating future educational environment, this study suggests a plan for
reconstructing learner-centered school facilities in order for supporting expertise
in design phase. As the government announced, if the project of improving
existing schools is regularized, direction setting in the beginning stage has
great significance in influence of reconstructing project of school facilities.

□ Contents and method of research
This study is about school facilities responding to future educational
environment. Thus, this study fixes the scope with near future and analyzes
2015-revised curriculum. Then, it draws features of space and analyzes current
status of domestic school facilities. Based on them this study develops spatial
model and suggests policy for improvement plan. Based on literature reviews,
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conference of experts and field study on domestic school facilities are conducted.

□ Literature review
Based on reviews of international and domestic literature it is noted that
policy and direction of creating future educational environment are quite
different in spatial scope of reconstruction and implementation body. Especially
domestic guideline mainly consists of plan guidance in establishing time. The
reconstruction of space which should be dealt in maintenance in order to create
appropriated educational environment responding to changing educational
policies and curriculum is partially regulated by approval step of some alternation
of structure and use. Also, since it dose not include supporting of learner-centered
learning activities, change of population structure, link with local community
and utilization plan for transferring and closing down facilities, it is necessary
to benchmark related international documents and best practices.

□ Features of space per a subject
In order to draw features of space original texts of curriculum on nine
subjects(Korean, English, mathematics, science, social studies, music, art,
physical education, technology･home economics･information) are obtained
from National Curriculum Information Center. Educational activities which are
highly related with facilities are drawn, reviewed and analyzed qualitatively
through meetings with experts of each subject. Based on this five types of
learning activity which become core in terms of facility according to subject
are obtained. In order to identify importance of five types of learning activity,
the quantitative analysis on lexical frequency and density(using text analyzer)
is executed and then the importance is indicated by 3 different sizes of circle.
They are expressed by picture in this article.
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In sum, the result of analyzing space which is related with learning activity
of the subject shows that learning activity within a subject should be differentiated
in consideration of integrated parts and distinctiveness of the subject. Also
it is necessary to create appropriate classroom environment of a subject in
order to effectively realize learning activities which are suggested by curriculum
of the subject. Besides it is also necessary to have such supporting spaces
responding to future educational environment as library, seminar room, digital
based small discussion room, workshop for props.

□ Analyzing current status of facilities
In order to analyze current status of reconstructing domestic school facilities
the office of education recommends schools with recent reconstruction of
facilities by pilot survey. The filed study on facilities is done by dividing entire
reconstruction and partial reconstruction. It is executed by the criteria of physical
scope of primary school, middle school and high school. The criteria consist
of primary school A-entire, primary school A-partial, middle school B-entire,
middle school B-partial, high school C-entire, high school C-partial. Period
and time of reconstruction are different per case. The outline of school, current
status of holding facilities and school operation plan are analyzed in advance.
Based on this analysis a field study and interview with teachers are carried
out. The outline of school, layout of facilities, space organization and use state
are included in current status of reconstruction. Based on actual condition
of utilizing space, results of interview with teachers and need assessment the
plan for reconstructing learner-centered school facilities are written.

□ A plan for reconstructing learner-centered school facilities
Based on above mentioned space features of each subject and analysis of
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current status of domestic school facilities such eight plans of reconstruction
as blended class room, learning center, maker room, steam room, multimedia
art room, multimedia music room, performance room and living studio are
suggested according to types of learning activities which are expressed on
curriculum. The focuses of each space are as follows.
Firstly, a blended class room is a space for studying theory like an existing
class room and it is designed for such learning activities as utilizing multimedia
of audiovisual materials, computers, cooperative learning, discussion and
presentation. Secondly, a learning center creates bookshelves for looking
through documents and environment which is used for various learning activities
based on research and collecting digital data. It also suggests to have such
library related classes as small group discussion and debate. Thirdly, a maker
room is a comprehensive supporting space for entire process of maker activities
from brainstorming and think session to design, coding using digital software,
making sample item and writing a report. Fourthly, a steam room is for an
integrated education of science, technology, engineering, arts and mathematics.
It consists of space for studying theory and space for simple practice to help
curriculum with experiment and practice based on theory. The [picture 1] is
a spatial model of a steam room in the middle school which is applicable
to existing three class rooms.

[Figure 1] Steam room in the middle school
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Fifthly, a multimedia art room is a space for every kind of practice which
is needed for art related curriculum. It is designed, equipped with related facilities
and placed for not only manual practice but also for various learning activities
utilizing digital based environment. Sixthly, a multimedia music room is a space
for practice which is needed for music related curriculum. It is a space to
support using audiovisual examples, exercise and presentation. Seventhly, a
performance room is a dynamic activity place responding to changes of such
external environment as snow, rain and fine dust. It is designed as multipurpose
room not only for regular sports activities such as basketball and volleyball,
but also for dance and play. Eighthly, a living studio is educational space for
cooking practice and eating habits. It is closely related with home economics
and a practical individual and group space based on educational environment
of video and demonstration. The natural vegetation experiencing space(vegetable
garden) and cafeteria are suggested for students have abundant experiences
related with the room.
In order to enhance effectiveness of changes of future society and learning
activities of 2015 curriculum and embed them in educational field, it is necessary
to reconstruct school facilities with above mentioned rooms. For this purpose,
it is necessary to have space improving project per a class room. Such main
users as students, teachers and parents and experts on school space should
cooperate to execute the reconstruction project. It is time to develop and
disseminate the reconstruction manual which can be used in each school.
Finally, there are policy proposals which realize the plan for reconstructing
learner-centered school facilities as follows.
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□ Policy proposal
Proposal 1: Securing budget effectively on reconstructing school facilities
through ‘Budget investment structure per a room unit’

Without considering investment of a room unit existing budget investment structure
which is executed by a unit of “part” or “item” can not improve educational environment
appropriately for a class room. Thus, in the project of reconstructing school facilities
‘budget investment structure per a part and item unit’ should not be considered.
It is suggested to provide grounds which will change to ‘budget investment structure
per a room unit’with reconstruction of school facilities which respond to future
curriculum.

Proposal 2: Educating and training ‘Facilitator of school space’ which connects
curriculum and school space.

The problem of the project execution measure which is done separately from
curriculum is pointed out. Necessity of integrating expertise of curriculum
with expertise of facilities is also emphasized. ‘Training model of school space
facilitators’ with composing of curriculum experts and facility experts is also
suggested and it leads to acquiring professional knowledge on other areas and
site supporting.

Proposal 3: Introducing and vitalizing ‘Designing school space in which users
participate’

After reconstruction the existing facilities which lack of participation by such
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school users as teachers and students, there is high probability of decreasing
in interest and attachment of school users. Since the reconstructing project
should fully reflect the curriculum, it is necessary to collect opinions of teacher
individually and by group. Opinions of students who actually use them should
be reflected. Based on such research papers of Korean Educational Development
Institute as Yu et al.(2010) ‘Developing guideline on user participating design
for developing advanced school facility model’ and Park et al.(2011) ‘A research
on developing quality criteria of school facility design’developing the process
of ‘designing school space in which users participate’ which truly respond
to opinions of school users is suggested.

Proposal 4: Developing and disseminating ‘Manual for reconstructing school
facilities’

Indicating problems related to the research and project on future school
space with facility experts developing a manual for concept and project of
reconstructing school facilities which is not yet well-established in domestic
and international level is suggested. It helps hand-on workers of education
office, teachers, parents and architect in understanding and since it can be
used in training course of ‘facilitator of school space’, it is necessary to find
and add cases. In the process of project, also, it will be helpful to add the
user participating design process for taking advantage of designing school space
in which users participate.
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